Registration for the birth preparation course
I hereby register bindingly for the following birth preparation course in the practice of
Viktoria Nickel.
This registration consists of three pages and is valid without a signature.
The agreement is concluded when the registration is sent.

Course location:
Hebammenpraxis – Viktoria Nickel
Heidberg 5
22301 Hamburg
Course-leading midwife: Victoria Nickel
Start of the course:

Course end:

My name:

Date of birth:

Street:
Zip Code
& city

Phone:

Calculated date of birth:

Health insurance:
Health insurance no.:
Insured person number:
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The dates for the respective courses and their content can be found on my
website:
www.hebamme-viktoria.de

I would like to take part in the course together with my partner or an
accompanying person. I agree to pay the fee of 140,- EUR in cash for the
participation of another person at the first appointment.
I would like to participate in the course without an accompanying person.
I would like to participate in the integrated care "Babyfocus" alone and/or with
an accompanying person.

✔

I confirm that I have been informed about the following points and agree to the
following by signing: According to the midwifery fee schedule (HebGO) I am
entitled to 14 hours of birth preparation with a midwife as a legally insured
person.

OR
As a privately insured person, I pay the full course costs myself, even if my
private insurance does not reimburse the amount later.

The costs for dates I do not attend (due to illness, vacation etc.) are not covered by
the public health insurance and have to be paid privately.

If I do not participate in the course without canceling my registration in writing within
two weeks after sending this binding registration, I commit myself to pay the full
course costs myself. The same applies to accompanying persons with a binding
registration.
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If the midwife in charge of the course is not able to lead an appointment due to a birth
or other events that cannot be planned, she will be replaced by a colleague. If no
substitute is available, the course continues in the next scheduled class and a "catchup class" is agreed upon. If participants are unable to attend the replacement date,
they will not be charged for this.

The courses at Viktoria Nickel are of informative character - NO breathing and
relaxation exercises are performed!

Please note:
For organizational reasons you will NOT receive a confirmation of registration.

Important:
Please fill out the form completely and send it to me by email.
info@hebamme-viktoria.de
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